COMPROSE
everyone knows what to do

How to Grow
Your Business
Without
Spiraling Out
of Control
(and losing your sanity)
Growth is a BIG topic for today’s business leaders in
organizations of all sizes, industries. If you’re already
on a fast trajectory or in expansion mode, you’ve
probably experienced some of the operational
challenges in scaling an organization.
Growing BEFORE you have the right structure,
consistent processes, and an efficient way to
transfer operational knowledge is a recipe for
disaster.
In this guide, we present the early warning signs of
classic operations problems that often derail growth
and how to fix them or avoid them all together.
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Growth is a BIG topic for today’s business leaders in organizations of all sizes,
industries. If you’re already on a fast trajectory or in expansion mode, you’ve probably
experienced some of the operational challenges in scaling an organization.

“We still operate off tribal knowledge.”

Here’s what your C-level
peers are telling us:

“There’s no standardization. What takes one person
two hours to do might take someone else four
hours.”
“It takes FOREVER to get anything done around
here.”
“We don’t have a way to delegate or make people
accountable.”

Growing BEFORE you have the right structure, consistent processes, and an efficient
way to transfer operational knowledge is a recipe for disaster.
Things can get out of control and escalate quickly, especially if there are lots of people
and moving parts to orchestrate. It’s difficult to make course corrections later.
Fortunately, the operations problems that are barriers to growth are avoidable.
The challenge is, they are often invisible. Many organizations go years – even decades
– tolerating known operational issues without ever making significant headway.
This problem finally gets attention when a major change or triggering event happens,
such as expansion. Even the larger organizations suddenly find themselves in panic
mode.
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The Big (but often “invisible”)
Barriers to Growth
Prioritizing OPERATIONS is essential for scaling any organization because it’s the
hidden day-to-day operations problems that can make it difficult to grow your
business. Surprisingly, in too many organizations, operations details get very little
serious attention from the “powers that be.” Let’s face it. Managing the nitty-gritty of
business operations isn’t on many people’s “Glamour Sports List.”
Many executives don’t want to know the details. They set strategy, delegate, and
hope for the best. As a result, no one sees the entire picture: how strategy, tactics,
and details fit together. The organization gets “silo-ed.” Communication breaks
down. The right hand doesn’t know what the left is doing. Costs escalate and
performance degrades.
Although it’s a common state of affairs, overlooking the importance of operations
leads to chaotic growth, limits your ability to scale quickly, and may even cause some
valued employees to jump ship.

7 Warning Signs
Let’s take a closer look at some of the common operations problems that make it
difficult to grow and scale . See if you recognize any of these warning signs in your
own organization.

#1: Operating by tribal knowledge
One the of biggest operational barriers to growth is operating by tribal knowledge. If
you’re unfamiliar with the term, here is the definition according to
iSix Sigma’s dictionary:

Tribal knowledge is any unwritten information that is not
commonly known by others within a company. This term is
used most when referencing information that may need to be
known by others in order to produce quality product or
service.

Operating by tribal
knowledge results
in re-inventing the
wheel, errors,
inconsistencies, and
lots and lots of
wasted time.

Think only small businesses or startups are guilty of tribal
knowledge? Surprisingly, we’ve found it to be most prevalent
in large organizations. This is a serious problem that often
results in re-inventing the wheel, errors, inconsistencies, and
lots and lots of wasted time.
So, what about your organization?
Does it “take a village” to accomplish common tasks like
shipping a package, getting a Purchase Order signed or just
reserving a meeting room? Do operations come to a halt
when key people are unavailable?
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When know-how is only in heads, everyone
does their own thing. If you’ve ever been in
a fast paced, high-change environment
where everyone does their own thing, you
know how stressful and chaotic this can be.
Results aren’t predictable. Everything is a
one-off. You’re never quite sure what’s
going to happen next because everyone is
just reacting.
Growth is about replicating processes and
consistency. If you don’t have a way to capture processes and make them repeatable,
scaling an organization is almost impossible or at best, extremely painful and costly.

#2: Do we really do it that way?
When managers and the employees doing the work have a different understanding of how
the process works, this causes big problems and intensifies frustration.
The more people and departments that get involved, the longer and more complicated the
process grows until you end up with a bewildering labyrinth of red tape and knows one
knows why.
Everyone is trying their best, but over time many organizations develop “process
amnesia.” Everyone forgets or loses sight of how things work at the detailed level, how all
the pieces fit together and why. So, assumptions get made, habits take over. Those
irrational convoluted procedures take root because they become invisible to people who
could change them.

#3: It takes FOREVER to get anything done around here.
Ever hear this complaint or make it yourself? That’s a clue you probably have operations
problems somewhere. Slow response and low productivity almost always can be traced
back to a key process that is not “visible” or only a few know it.
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Is a particular process convoluted, confusing? Are there missing components no
one understands? Is it often unclear to employees what needs to be done and
why?
These are classic problems that can drag your organization down and prevent
effective execution.

#4: Overtime is considered “normal”
When employees routinely rack up lots of overtime hours to fix errors or put out
fires— and this is considered NORMAL—you’ve definitely got operations issues.

TRUE STORY:
Managers at one 80-person financial services group were shocked to discover that one department was routinely expending almost 17,000 overtime hours a year—at a cost of almost $400,000—just to catch and correct errors made by frontline employees in another department. This
kept on for years, because no one had stepped back, looked at the big
picture “system,” and added up the costs to the company as a whole.
Finally, their Director of Operations did some digging. What she discovered was that one person was performing this task better and in half the
time it took others in the same group. The organization took immediate
corrective action by standardizing the best practice of their star performer across the work group.
Investing just a fraction of the time and money -- that had already been
lost -- in finding and fixing the source of the original errors paid off, saving
them money and reducing customer frustration.
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#5: Bottlenecks, back logs and delays
Bottlenecks are another symptom of “operations” trouble that can impact growth.
Maybe everything flows smoothly until suddenly progress comes to a screeching halt at
a particular phase, milestone or department. Work starts backing up and getting
delayed. Deadlines pass. Customers complain. Bottlenecks and backlogs result from
competing priorities, misallocation of resources, and errors in work estimates. But, you
can ultimately trace all those symptoms back to operations.

#6: You can’t get new people hired and trained fast enough
When you are rapidly expanding, staff training and ramp up is a critical issue. You might
be thinking, “Why should I be concerned with that? Isn’t managing staffing and hiring
good people a job for Human Resources?”
Although it’s absolutely true, that good people are essential to the success of every
organization, the attitude “I hire smart people, they’ll figure it” is a costly one.
Of course, they’ll figure it out. Eventually. And they’ll figure it out their own way. Even
the most talented people in the world, all doing their own thing, can create chaos in a
New York minute.

Getting people in the right place at the right time is important, but making sure talented
people have access to good systems and the right knowledge is the core of a successful
growth strategy.
Learning “on the job” — how most companies train their employees — is another
reason for long ramp-up time. This approach is slow, error-prone, and difficult to
replicate.

New Employee
Training

12 weeks ?!
Yikes!
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#7: You have no way to delegate the work, move people around
Delegation is another key requirement for growth.
It becomes impossible to delegate when key staff members are the only ones who know
how to do certain tasks. Until they can pass along their knowledge, the work and stress
piles up.
Owners and supervisors fall into the trap: “I don’t have time to train someone, I’ll just
do it myself.” Everybody suffers.

“I don’t have time to train someone,
I’ll just do it myself.”
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Scale like you mean it:
Modernize Your Knowledge Transfer
The idea of process consistency and systems thinking isn’t new. We’re all familiar with the
concept of “franchising”; McDonalds being the poster child for this.
What is new to many and often misunderstood is how to implement Knowledge Transfer
in a way that eliminates operational barriers to growth; getting “know how” out of
heads and communicating it in a way employees can:
1) find it
2) understand it, and
3) use it to take the correct action.

In this section, we’ll cover the key attributes of an effective Knowledge Transfer program,
reasons why so many companies waste time and resources doing it the wrong way, and
how you can avoid making these same mistakes in your organization.
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The light bulb moment
Fortunately, there is a simple, yet powerful way to transfer know-how or fix a convoluted
process. Write it down. Make the invisible visible and open some eyes.
After over three decades’ experience helping hundreds of companies in all industries
implement smart knowledge transfer, at COMPROSE, we’ve seen the “light bulb moment”
so often it’s gotten almost comical by now.
It goes like this:

Client subject experts write down the actual step-by-step details of how
they perform internal tasks in standard operating procedures (SOPs)
then route the SOPs for review and comment among the various stakeholders—including upper management and counterparts in other departments.
At least one stakeholder, let’s call him the “Third VP from the Left,”
emails back “This is wrong. It doesn’t work that way.”

Subject experts reply, “Yes. It works that way.”
Third VP from the Left replies: “It works that way? Are you kidding me?
It cannot work that way. That’s crazy. We’ve got to fix that!
Subject experts, “We’ve been trying to get that fixed for two years, but
no one would listen to us!”
Change happens, and the process gets fixed.

Lightbulb! Just by virtue of
proactively writing down the steps
and communicating process details
the organization suddenly “sees”
what is really happening and can fix
operations barriers. When
redundancies, inefficiencies, and
bottlenecks are visible across the
organization, it is easier to streamline
work, eliminate barriers and
maximize productivity. However, that
only happens when processes are
visible, tangible, written down—in
detail—and shared.
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Why 90% of businesses are failing at
Knowledge Transfer

Learning “on the job”, INFORMAL training is one of the most common forms of
employee ramp-up that companies use. Supervisors and co-workers teach new
employees the ropes – all the little tricks, nuances. Unfortunately, this can be a
slow, ineffective approach. Schedule gridlock is common. New employees sit around
with little to do waiting for someone to help them while supervisors and co-workers
are too busy trying to keep up with the workload.
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Old style SOP documents, operations manuals are actually counterproductive.
Organizations that integrate clear Processes, Procedures, and Policies into
everyday life realize improved quality, reduced training / turnover costs, and a
more empowered workforce. (Results like: 75% error reduction, 50% reduction
in employee onboarding time are NOT uncommon)
So, the potential value is there, but there’s strong evidence that most
organizations never achieve it, especially when many employees readily admit
that they don’t trust or read “the official manual”.
This is extremely disheartening considering it probably took [insert very large
number here] days or months to create it!
Even with all the available tools and technologies, far too many organizations
continue to give employees convoluted, incomprehensible operations manuals
and SOPs that only confuse, frustrate, and confound their employees. Despite
investing significant time, money and staff resources, many corporate SOP
manuals end up unusable, unreadable, and sometimes even dangerous!
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Common misconceptions aren’t helping
SOPs are a “necessary evil.” No one documents SOPs and Policies unless they have to -for regulatory compliance. Instead of viewing SOPs as the “game plan” for growth,
some managers perceive SOPs as, at best, a “necessary evil.” You may be one of them—
especially if you’ve watched your organization spend colossal sums of staff time and
money creating content that doesn’t get used. “Where’s the business value in that?” is a
fair question!
We see this ESPECIALLY in highly-regulated industries, where policies and procedures are
developed only to pass the next audit. If management doesn’t see the business value,
they won’t commit resources to it unless they are forced to.

According to one CEO of a company on the Inc 500
Fastest Growing Private Companies List:
“Most companies think that ‘policies and

procedures’ is an HR manual and we have that.
What I’m talking about is really a ‘playbook’.
When A happens, you do B. And when C
happens you do D. This has worked for us.”

We have a Training Department, they take care of this. Instructor led training or
Learning Management Systems (LMS) are great for certain kinds of training, but don’t fill
the gap for day-to-day quick look-up. They are not easy to change, so they often fall out
of sync with fast-changing operations. And some companies don’t have a training
department. Usually it’s the written SOPs that are the basis for formal training systems,
so they have to be developed first.
We have flow charts, we’re all set! If all your employees have are “high-level” flow
charts to go by, there is major danger of operations running aground. Flowcharts and
process maps are great for understanding the “big picture.” We highly recommend them.
But alone, they don’t provide enough detail for employees executing the tasks. SOPs give
the experts an opportunity to share tips, nuances, and possible “gottchas” based on their
experience doing the job themselves. This is valuable information that cannot be
communicated in a process map.
Taking into account all the ways of training employees, written SOPs still remain the
most efficient and cost-effective method for training and re-training employees.
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To assess the effectiveness of Knowledge
Transfer in your organization, ask the following
questions:
1. Does everyone in the organization have easy visibility on how things are done
at all levels?
2. Are roles and responsibilities clearly defined?
3. Are work processes repeatable?
4. Is it easy to shift people from location to location? (delegate tasks)
5. Can your policies and procedures support daily operations as well as training?

6. Is best practices knowledge still in peoples’ heads?
7. Are your “experts” overwhelmed by people constantly asking them for help?
8. Are training costs too high? Is it taking too long to get a new employee
productive?
9. Is new employee training taking too much supervisor time?
10. Are managers spending too much time fighting fires, dealing with mundane
issues, instead of mentoring employees and focusing on innovation?

Unless you can say YES to questions 1-5 and NO to questions 6-10 you are NOT
getting the business benefits you should be from your company’s Knowledge
Transfer method.
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Attributes of a Modern Knowledge Transfer System
Unlike old-style documents, manuals, and “word-of-mouth”, modern knowledge
transfer is “just-in-time,” agile, flexible. It’s your employee communication system.
Complete – Processes, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), Policies and Tasks are
captured and interconnected. Procedures give how to, Policies set boundaries.
Just in time – Employees can find what they need fast. The latest and greatest version is
at employees’ fingertips 24/7.
Flexible – Employees can access
information in the way they need it: online
from mobile devices or printed paper.
Engaging – Content is engaging, useful,
incorporating a variety of media: visuals,
podcasts, video.
Easy-to-consume content – Processes,
SOPs are clear, easy-to-scan and navigate.
Information is presented in bite-size pieces
readers are not overwhelmed.

so

Agile – Change and updating is easy so content is always fresh.
Mobile – Employees just log in. They can access content from their desktop, tablet, or
phone.
Success also requires management’s commitment to achieving operational
excellence—and willingness to commit resources to it.

The benefits of a modern Knowledge Transfer system:


The organization has a system to preserve institutional "memory" and secure
intellectual assets



It’s easier to delegate work, move people around



Training and how work is done is no longer a one-off, best practices become repeatable



Employees are more confident because they have a clear understanding of how
to do their jobs and don’t have to continually ask their supervisor for help



Managers have more time to spend on high-value tasks because they are not
continually answering routine questions and putting out fires

(If you are regulated, your Knowledge Transfer system should also help you meet
compliance requirements — if you set it up with this in mind at the beginning.)
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5 Proven Tips for Implementing Effective
Knowledge Transfer in Your Organization
In this last section, we share proven strategies that we’ve seen work in hundreds of
organizations. We could literally write a book about this, but we’ll just share the top 5!
1) Focus on the desired outcome
2) Ditch the clunky manuals
3) Give employees access to all the knowledge they need
4) Select the right tool for the job
5) Prioritize content quality (other wise you’re wasting everyone’s time)
These tips work!
Here are just a few GROWTH

SUCCESES pulled from our own customer base:

•

Technology company moved an outsourced customer
service function inhouse, was up and running in under one
month

•

Large commercial bank standardized 190 branch locations in
less than one year

•

Major university cloned its successful entrepreneurial
launch program; took it nationwide

•

Auto Repair Retailer standardized training across 100 stores

Tip #1
Focus on the desired outcome
People often get so consumed with the “work aspects” of writing up SOPs and policies,
they lose sight of WHY they are developing them in the first place. Everyone is told “let’s
get this DONE so we can get back to our “real” work”. So, the real value is never
communicated to the team, let alone management! This mindset is common in
situations where there is no link to economic value. Knowledge Transfer initiatives
should be linked to performance and profit goals.
Just shifting your thinking can mean the difference between having an effective “system”
for growth and hundreds of pages of documents that no one wants to read. Instead of
documents, create a knowledge system that is purposely designed to achieve growth
deadlines and reduce new employee ramp up time.
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Tip #2

Ditch the clunky manuals
Communication channels have evolved,
yet, most organizations are still using
formats for their policy and procedure
communication that were designed for
an 8.5 x 11 piece of paper. Knowledge
workers, especially younger employees,
will expect a better experience than
scrolling through 100-page MS Word
documents or looking up information in
an old-style manual that’s probably
already obsolete.
Modern organizations are moving off
paper and to an online knowledge
system.
The benefits of online include central
organization, updates go out to
thousands of employees in seconds
(no replacement pages!), faster
lookup (navigation, hyperlinking,
search engine) and easy integration of
video and audio.
Even if online is your primary distribution medium, you may still need paper in some
situations. Some of your workforce may not have access to a computer or mobile
device. There may be times you need to send information to a stakeholder who doesn’t
have access to your online system.
Your development method should be flexible enough to provide BOTH online and
paper outputs, optimized for each medium WITHOUT authors having to do any re-work
or re-formatting.

A single-source publishing model gives you
the best of both worlds.
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Tip #3
Give employees access to all the knowledge they need
“How to” knowledge encompasses all the operational information employees need to do
their job, as well as visibility to how the overall organization functions and how they fit in.
This includes your high-level Processes, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), Policies,
tasks and supporting information.
It’s important for employees to see the “big picture” but to also drill down to the details.
Individual skilled workers can communicate and teach the details of how important tasks
are completed. Managers and executives can easily see how detailed tasks "roll up" and
inter-relate to achieve the work of the organization so they can use this detailed
knowledge to better direct the activities and meet key goals.

This is the structure built into our
Zavanta Software for Knowledge Transfer.

When you put it all together, you have a comprehensive road map of your operations;
a tangible, system that “connects the dots.”

What additional information might employees need?
Your knowledge system may include: FAQs, Job Descriptions, Video
Galleries. Creating a Company Dictionary helps new hires who are probably
not familiar with your terminology and acronyms. Why not include a
“Contact our Expert” link so that employees can quickly contact the
resident expert if needed? These are examples of additional aids that can
further assist employees and save everyone time.
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Tip #4
Select the right tool for the job
We know this too be true, we’ve heard it many times, “MS Word is not an effective
Knowledge Transfer tool.” General-purpose tools have serious limitations for
development and ongoing maintenance. Because they lack structure, authors make
mistakes that impact performance and waste time.
No standardization, every document “is a new experience.”
Duplication & redundancies.
Critical details are often left out.
Formatting and clerical tasks waste time.

The best approach is to implement specialized software that
addresses all aspects of Knowledge Transfer:



Helps you plan and create a good process and procedure
framework – at the beginning



Gives subject experts a structured, easy-to-use interface for
sharing knowledge; one that eliminates tedious writing and
formatting tasks



Publishes content any way people need it: print, online,
PDF or printed manuals

Complete
Knowledge Transfer
Life Cycle

Our Zavanta Online software is a
system designed to manage all
aspects of Knowledge Transfer.
To learn more: visit:
www.comprose.com



Ensures that all process, procedure, policy content is
standardized – no matter who the author is (people are
not doing their own thing)



Makes it easy to make and manage updates



Has built-in version management



Auto-generates an engaging, secure portal (website) that employees simply log into.
Confidential content can be secure. Employees can verify that they have read
important documents. (and this shouldn’t require IT or expensive developers; the
average business person can manage and maintain it)



Delivers process information at all levels; employees can access the big-picture
processes and drill down to SOPs, detailed tasks and link to Policies



Automates the review and approval process so that people can collaborate,
comment, and mark up content



Provides change management and audit trails
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Tip #5
Focus on “good” content (unless you do that, you are wasting
everybody’s time and throwing money down a rat hole!)

We’ve all seen this scenario play out over, and over, and over again--organizations
spending years of staff time and hundreds of thousands of dollars implementing
technology “solutions” that don’t solve the right problem. Good intentions gone
astray.
True Story — Does this sound familiar?

A large global corporation wanted to capture “lessons learned” across the organization
so everyone could function more effectively. Noble goal! So they invested over a
year of valuable IT staff time and spared no expense to create a “knowledge
management” system using MS Sharepoint that would serve as a central
repository. They created a slick modern interface and a detailed categorization
system. They linked thousands of their accumulated documents into it. It looked
pretty. The CEO was impressed. Mission accomplished!
But not so fast! When employees in the field clicked on a link and opened up a “best
practice” they were confronted with the same old stuff: pages and pages of large text
blobs, no navigation. Every document was a new experience. Content pieces that
should have been inter-related were disjointed. It didn’t help.
So consequently, employees didn’t use it and went back to the old tribal knowledge
culture. After investing over a year and hundreds of thousands of dollars, the
organization was exactly nowhere better off. Because they missed the underlying
problem—bad content.

The moral of the story:
Your employees deserve a modern, engaging communication experience, content that
doesn’t overwhelm or confuse them. Unless you deliver that, they won’t use your
system. Technology that manages bad content won’t fix bad content.
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If your organization is growing and you want to avoid
operational barriers, we can help.
Since 1987 COMPROSE has worked with hundreds of organizations to help them
achieve their strategic goals through effective Knowledge Transfer.
Our management team has a combined 50 plus years experience and is recognized
nationally for our expertise in procedure usability, training, and operations
management. We have embedded much of our expertise into our products and
share what we learn through our informational Blogs and videos.

Over the years we’ve working with hundreds of organizations large and
small, across all industries: Toyota of North America, McKesson, FDIC, The Ohio
State University, First Bank, Stein Mart, VCU Health Systems, Flowers Foods, and
Spirit Aerospace, just to name a few.

Our cloud-based Zavanta, is Knowledge Transfer software that enables any size
organization to capture and communicate their Processes, Policies, and Standard
Operating Procedures in a way that drives better performance. To learn more and
view a tour, click here: https://www.comprose.com/zavanta-software/
We are also the inventors of “Operations Mapping,” a proven method for designing
clear Process-Procedure-Policy knowledge systems that are mapped to business
goals and desired outcomes.
Contact us:
http://www.comprose.com
Email: info@comprose.com
Phone: 1-800-719-8964

